The signal flow and motor response controling chemotaxis of sea urchin sperm.
The signalling pathway and the behavioural strategy underlying chemotaxis of sperm are poorly understood. We have studied the cellular events and motor responses that mediate chemotaxis of sperm from the sea urchin Arbacia punctulata. Here we show that resact, a chemoattractant peptide, initiates a rapid and transient rise in the concentration of cyclic GMP, followed by a transient influx of Ca2+. The binding of a single resact molecule elicits a Ca2+ response, and 50-100 bound molecules saturate the response. The ability to register single molecules is reminiscent of the single-photon sensitivity of rod photoreceptors. Both resact and cyclic nucleotides cause a turn or brief tumbling in the swimming path of sperm. We conclude that a cGMP-mediated increase in the Ca2+ concentration induces the primary motor response of sperm to the chemoattractant.